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The Alliance will focus on the following issue areas in the remainder of calendar year 
2016: 
 
Closed Captioning:  ACM is working with the FCC for reconsideration of the Second 
Report and Order on Closed Captioning and will provide technical assistance for PEG 
channels and the FCC as the reporting and self-certification process for captioning 
exemptions begins.   Our three goals are to ensure channels and access producers are not 
burdened with needless paperwork; that any self-certification is easy and actually helps 
PEG channels communicate with viewers; and that as many PEG operations as possible 
understand and are in compliance with FCC rules in the coming year. 
 
Inquiry on Diverse Program Sources: ACM will press the FCC to strengthen the ability of 
PEG channels to have metadata carried on all interactive program guides, have technical 
parity with broadcast channels, and get HD carriage on MVPD systems.   
 
Rulemaking on Set Top Boxes: ACM will press the FCC to insure that technical standards 
for all STBs include local data and local channels so PEG channels can be found in all 
navigation environments.    
 
Court Challenge on 621 Ruling: ACM will file an amicus brief in the federal district court 
case challenging the FCC miting Local Franchising power. 
 
Skinny Bundles and New Entrants: ACM will continue to monitor legal fights over the 
status of products like Comcast s Stream and will continue to ensure PEG carriage and 
support on new entrants systems such as Google Fiber and CenturyLink Prism. 
 
Music Licensing:  ACM is supporting measures to limit on-line licensing costs for LPFM 
radio operators.   This will benefit the 60 PEG stations with new radio licenses across the 
country.   
 
Preparing for 2017:  ACM will prepare for the 2017 Congress by continuing to brief 
current and incoming Congress members on significant PEG issues; work to help states 
considering positive PEG laws (such as Wisconsin and Michigan);  and prepare issues 
briefs for a new Administration and possible new FCC leadership. 
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